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Tom Barker's best selling guide to the repair and restoration of Gilbert American Flyer S Gauge trains is available in print once more. Now in its 40th Anniversary, Third Edition it
is packed full of new information including a new chapter on cosmetic restoration and an expanded chapter on accessories. Tom includes a handy checklist that gives you the
step-by-step procedures for servicing a steam or diesel engine when it comes into your roundhouse. The book's footprint has been made smaller so more precious space on a
workbench is available. At the same time, the type has been made larger and all the Gilbert hook-up instructions have been reset for easier reading. The famous trouble shooting
flow diagram has been redrawn and 85 new photographs have been added for a total of 120 close-up, detailed visual insights into how these prized model trains are assembled
and serviced. If you are new to American Flyer S Gauge operating and collecting, this is a "must have guide" to your hobby. If you have a previous copy of Tom's book, you will
certainly want to get this new version!
"The Marx Mechanical Commodore Vanderbilt" provides an in-depth look at the variations of the O gauge windup CV manufactured in the USA by Louis Marx & Company from
1935 to 1948. Research compiled from original examples, experienced collectors and period advertisements are combined with full color pictures to illustrate the details of the
locomotives manufactured during various periods throughout the Commodore Vanderbilt's production. Everything from the first year Swing-Peg to the final Red Flyer is included,
plus maintenance tips to keep your clockwork locomotives running smoothly.
A thorough guide to a solid understanding of traditional, non-electronic wiring for toy train layouts. Readers will learn how to master the basics of electricity and wiring, hook up
transformers and other components, connect and solder wire, maintain and troubleshoot a layout, and more.
The most complete reference book on Gilbert American Flyer S gauge sets in the industry today. Historical notes on American Flyer production by the A.C. Gilbert Company.
Listings of American Flyer catalogued S gauge sets. Dimensions of set boxes.
Collectors and fans will be thrilled with this first-ever, gloriously illustrated guide to the history of the American Flyer model trains. “Informative and colorfully illustrated...a delight
for collectors.”—Chicago Tribune A visual tribute presents more than 200 photos and illustrations, starting with the very first pre-1920s trains, from the engine to the caboose,
along with the individuals who designed and built them, the stores that sold them, and the most intriguing tabletop train displays. For those on the lookout for rare models,
pictures highlight the hardest-to-find, most valuable train cars. That way, collectors will be sure to recognize them when they check those forgotten toys stored in the attic or
discover them available for a song at a yard sale.
This book will have you laughing. It'll have you crying. But most of all you will be fascinated by the events and the people you meet in this sixty-six year span of American history.
Grow up with an extraordinary American family in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Watch as automobiles increase in number, entertainment evolves, and electronic devices
are invented. Experience the joys of the Pikestein family as it matures and prosers. Enjoy their triumphs and cope with their tragedies. This is the continuing saga of the "Legend
of the Pikesville Cave" - Tom's book that covers the Civil War and the immediate years after that conflict.
Find accurate, current market values for American Flyer S gauge trains and accessories manufactured by A.C. Gilbert and Lionel in this handy guide. An excellent resource to
consult before you buy or sell train collectibles.
“images and caption” I am almost completely convinced that the object that crashed near Roswell was composed of materials not common on Earth. —Major General Kenner F. Hertford, USA (Ret., Dec.
1995) It was a cover story, the balloon part of it. that part of it, was in fact the story we were told to give to the public and the news and that was it. The [actual] remnants, whatever happened to them, I have
no knowledge. —Brigadier General Thomas J. DuBose, USAF (Ret., Dec. 1992) The [Roswell] craft was extraterrestrial...and at one time may have been at Wright Patterson in an off-limits area. —Brigadier
General Harry N. Cordes, USAF (Ret., Dec. 2004) They knew they had something new in their hands. the metal and material was unknown to anyone I talked to. A couple of guys thought it might be Russian,
but the overall consensus was that the pieces were from space. —Brigadier General Arthur E. Exon, USAF (Ret., Dec. 2005) I’m sure if there were any answers [about Roswell] they would have told him
[President Clinton] while he was in the White House. —General Wesley K. Clark Sr., USA (Ret.) I have been informed by higher officers at the Pentagon that there still exists a Top Secret UFO project. That’s
where your Roswell file is. —Brigadier General Richard Mitchell, USA (Ret.)) The stuff I saw, I’ve never seen anyplace else in my life. It was the strangest thing I ever saw. —General William H. Blanchard,
USAF (Dec., 1966)
Toy train fans are awaiting this updated guide to current market values for American Flyer S gauge trains and accessories manufactured by A.C. Gilbert and Lionel. This convenient, pocket-sized reference
also includes ready-to-run S gauge trains from contemporary manufacturers including American Models and S-Helper Service.
A deep dive into the ubiquitous world of artist Sam Ryser, a pillar in the the underground NYC punk scene.
Brilliant consumer catalogue reproductions trace the most successful years of American Flyer with a remarkable variety of locomotives, passenger and freight cars, train sets, and accessories. "Kalmbach is
great to do business with Our customers love the books!" -- John Allenbaugh, Lakeshore Coin & Hobby Center
MODEL RAILWAYS. A valuable addition to the successful 'Aspects of Modelling' series, this new book covers perhaps the most basic but most important aspect of the railway modeller's hobby after the
construction of the baseboards, the layout itself. Included in the book are an examination of a number of simple layouts and detailed explanations on how more complex plans can be developed. The book
also shows the sort of compromises that have to be made when creating a layout in limited space, and gives useful tips and guidance on avoiding common pitfalls. Fully illustrated, this is a practical guide to
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getting track layouts correct and gives the very best technical advice for anyone starting out in railway modelling; it also provides much helpful guidance for the experienced modeller.
The original instruction book published in 1952 by the A C Gilbert Company. The book contains 64 pages of advice and helpful hints on planning and operating an American Flyer model railroad.
This is the essential guide that collectors need before buying, selling, or trading any Lionel toy train or accessory. The latest edition of the famous Greenberg's Guide lists current prices and other reference
information for prewar, postwar, and modern trains. A thorough introduction offers collectors helpful hints on collecting, buying, and determining condition.

Santa Fe: The Chief Way is a fresh and nostalgic look at the streamliners of the Santa Fe railroad from the late thirties to the early seventies. Historic photographs, promotional posters, and art
capture the charm of traveling by rail throughout the Southwest on classics such as the Super Chief, the Chief, El Capitan, and the San Francisco Chief. The abundant pictures of the cars and
amenities remind us how wonderful it was to travel by train. The extensive coverage of the original advertising materials used to lure travelers west through Indian Country in the Southwest is
a unique feature to this charming book. These include train brochures, postcards, and magazine advertisements—all of which show the style and luxury afforded to the traveler on these famous
streamliners. Additional chapters devoted to the art collection of the Santa Fe railroad and the depots and Harvey House hotels that are still standing in New Mexico add to the rich history and
nostalgia of train travel in the Southwest. This book will be a must-have for railroad buffs, historians, memorabilia collectors, and those interested in the history of advertising. It is a book for all
those who are fascinated by the romance of the Southwest and the glory years of the Santa Fe streamliners.
This authoritative catalogue of the Corcoran Gallery of Art's renowned collection of pre-1945 American paintings will greatly enhance scholarly and public understanding of one of the finest
and most important collections of historic American art in the world. Composed of more than 600 objects dating from 1740 to 1945.
Based on the popular “Collectible Classics” column from Classic Toy Trains magazine, 101 Classic Toy Trains surveys the most collectible toy train accessories, locomotives, and rolling
stock. This book is very helpful to those who have found an old train collection and are looking for the value of it, as well as for those who just want a better idea of what they should buy next
for their layout.
Troubleshooting and Repair of A.C. Gilbert S-Gauge armatures and fields. Full-color reference manual supporting component recognition, troubleshooting (expected values), and
specifications for rebuilding/rewinding those components. Contains unique material obtained from original A.C.Gilbert factory Bills of Materials.
An extension of the best selling "Gilbert American Flyer Operating and Repair Guide." This volume is full of new information and covers many of the aspects not found in the original book and
adds an index to both volumes. This is a new book and not to be confused with the original book. The price is higher than Volume 1 because of the full color phorographs founs in this new
volume.
Of all the toys a boy could want, a Gilbert American Flyer train has always been high on the list. Gilbert’s American Flyer two-rail trains looked real, featured smoke and choo-choo, horns and
whistles, operating lights, realistic-looking couplers and bright paint schemes that matched prototype railroads. Climb aboard with us as we discover these fascinating trains made between
1946 and 1966, which have provided a long-lasting legacy from The A.C. Gilbert Company. Includes handy alphabetical and numerical indexes. An invaluable book worth every penny! This
book tells you what S gauge products Gilbert made and when. Its covers such items as the Royal Blue, 4-8-4 Northerns, 0-8-0 switchers, the Pennsylvania 0-6-0’s and 4-6-2s and the famous
4-6-4 New York Central Hudsons. In the diesel chapter, you’ll read about the colorful PA-style Alco Santa Fe warbonnet units, the rare Silver Flash and the beautiful yellow and blue Comet
locomotives, the green and yellow A-A Rocket units, the classy C&O Geeps, the New Haven Alco A units in white, red and black, and the later-era General Motors diesels from 1961. Freight
cars from the State of Maine 40-foot box car to the Missouri Pacific yellow-blue-gray box cars to the Northern Pacific Pig Palace cars are covered in detail, as are the Chicago & NorthWestern
refrigerator cars, the American Refrigerator cars, tank cars, Baker’s Chocloate cars, Gilbert and Celanese chemical cars, hoppers and covered hoppers, flats, depressed center flats,
gondolas, cranes, and operating cars such as the milk car, tie car, rocket launcher and lumber cars. Passenger cars included are the New Haven-style red and green cars, the long, six-wheel
truck Pullman-style passenger cars in red and green, the streamlined passenger combines, coaches, domes and observation cars, and the 1959-1960 Frontiersman passenger cars. Exciting
accessories such as the #787 Log Loader, #752 Seaboard Coaler, #23796 Sawmill, #583 Electromatic Crane, #766 Animated Station, #578 Station Figure Set and #789 Baggage Smasher
Station are also described and detailed. This 8½ x 11”, 200-page hardbound book includes 330 b/w and color photos and period advertisements.
A bargain buy when first introduced as Chicago Flyer, American Flyer trains rose to premier toy train status in the last half of the 20th century, and maintain the second spot today! The
company's claim to fame, the S gauge train, is supported by the wide gauge and prewar HO and O gauge trains, in collector popularity, and this one-of-a-kind guide covers all three groups in
extensive detail. &break;&break;The most comprehensive overview of the American Flyer line, this book follows the winning format of the Standard Catalog line of toy train reference. It is the
only full-color guide on the subject, serving the needs of toy train collectors who rely on detailed color photos to accurately identify trains.

This reputable, pocket-sized guide provides current market values for American Flyer S gauge trains and accessories manufactured by A.C. Gilbert, Lionel Trains Inc., or Lionel
Corporation between 1946 and early 2008.
This is a new release of the original 1942 edition.
Provides information needed to repair and maintain American Flyer S gauge trains and accessories. Easy-to-follow diagnostic guide includes detailed photos, diagrams, and
parts listings, plus tips and techniques for duplicating parts. By Thomas B. Barker. 8 1/2 x 11; 80 pgs.; 129 illus.; softcover.
This essential pocket-sized guide provides accurate, current market values for American Flyer S gauge trains and accessories manufactured by A.C. Gilbert and Lionel. It also
contains ready-to-run S gauge trains from contemporary manufacturers like American Models and MTH. This functional, easy-to-read volume is published every other year and is
a valuable and reliable source of pricing information.
Back with its 32nd edition, the American Flyer Pocket Price Guide 1946-2021 is a customer favorite! This top-selling reference guide provides current market values for American
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Flyer S gauge trains and accessories manufactured by A.C. Gilbert and Lionel, as well as trains from contemporary manufacturers like American Models and MTH.
Following responses from numerous discussions/arguments with (mostly older) "train guys" as to whether American Flyer trains had two or three rail track, it seemed some
clarification was in order. It also appeared that, while the post-war "S" gauge two-rail period is quite well covered, there is very little information still in print on their immediate
ancestors. The purpose of this little guide is to present, to the people who are unaware of their existence, the three-rail "Tru-Model" toy trains of the A. C. Gilbert Company, of
New Haven CT, which were introduced at the 1939 New York World's Fair, and which were produced until the war-imposed shutdown of non-essential manufacturing, in July
1942. Dimensions and color schemes are provided, throughout the work. Wheel arrangements follow the Whyte system of course. Lengths given exclude couplers. Locomotive
lengths given include the proper tender. At LEAST one large color photo is included for EACH distinct item, and EVERY set is illustrated in catalog format, in color! Captions are
self-explanatory. All (220+) photographs were taken by the author, of specimens from his personal collection, unless specifically credited otherwise. While an attempt was made
to show 'better-grade, collectible' specimens, the cars are representative of vintage TOYS, and are not intended to represent the pristine, mint-in-the-box, items available to only
a very wealthy few.It should be noted that when Gilbert brought American Flyer in 1938 there was a substantial amount of salable (but non-scale) "Chicago" inventory on hand.
Prior to that time, most toy trains, in general, were quite unrealistic in appearance, particularly car length. If you wanted more realism, you had but one choice - build from scratch!
This guide does NOT cover ANY of that pre-1940 "Chicago Flyer" material! The 1939 American Flyer catalog first introduced the die-cast 3/16" scale equipment, but only in the
four most expensive sets, with would become the two top-of-the-line locomotives. By 1940, the conversion to 3/16" scale (including the first pressed-steel cars) was well under
way, but it was not until the 1941 catalog that ALL offerings were of Gilbert's new 3/16" scale design. The first post-war catalog (for1946) does not list the very limited remaining
stock of "O" gauge trains which was sold off as soon as possible so as to concentrate on the brand new - and more exciting - two-rail lineup.There is some intentional redundancy
in the descriptions, since it is felt that many users are going to simply look in the index for "their" car(s), and I wanted them to be able to find everything in one place, without their
having to crawl page by page. It should be noted that legitimate, factory produced, items are known with some feature(s) differing slightly from the "standard" versions of the
items presented here. Money was saved wherever possible, and shortcuts were taken, particularly as to colors, and markings. Nothing was wasted - some cabooses were even
made on tender frames! The most common off-beat example being that some cars will have two "American Flyer Lines" decals instead of the normal one, plus the car number.
Paint shades may vary.It must be remembered that their intent was to produce operable toys, hopefully at a profit, for the enjoyment of (mostly) children, and they were not
following any rigid rules to satisfy 'nit-picking' collectors in the then far-distant future. Within certain parameters almost anything is at least possible and, after 80 years, some
repairs, repaints, etc. have themselves acquired the patina of genuine-ness and antiquity. The author takes full responsibility for the accuracy of any opinions regarding such
specimens which may be stated in this work. The author welcomes input from fellow collectors having any corrections, or further information, regarding these trains, which may
be incorporated into future editions of this work.
Now in its 41st year, Lionel Trains Pocket Price Guide 1901-2021 has been the go-to reference guide for toy train collectors and operators for accurate pricing information on
prewar, postwar, and modern Lionel trains. This handy 400+ page guide features: Current pricing information. Identification and evaluation tips. O gauge train listings. An easy-toread format with space for notes.
Share in the exciting adventures of A.C. Gilbert, the inventive genius behind AF trains and Erector Sets. This autobiography reads like an exciting adventure tale, because Gilbert
led a remarkable life. Hardbound, 388 pages, 5¼ x 8½".
Follows the adventures of Paul Atreides, the son of a betrayed duke given up for dead on a treacherous desert planet and adopted by its fierce, nomadic people, who help him
unravel his most unexpected destiny.
As the demand for classic and new toy trains, fueled by a strong economy and internet auctions, has skyrocketed in the last few years, American Flyer trains have surged in
value. Written by the leading American Flyer authority in the U.S., this guide examines the postwas S Gauge era, including engines, rolling stock, sets, accessories, period ads,
and Lionel-built Flyers. Gorgeous color photography is accompanied by full and accurate descriptions and prices, rarity ratings, and TMs exclusive trend arrows, which indicate
the likely future values of all items.
Since Tom Barker published his first book on Gilbert American Flyer S Gauge operation and repair over 45 years ago, thousands of loyal Flyer Fans have used this book to
preserve these fantastic testimonials to American ingenuity and manufacturing prowess. While these trains are 60 to 70 years old, they are still going strong because of a
dedicated group devoted to their preservation. Tom hopes that his research and writing has helped in some small way to help these thousands of AF fans in their efforts. Now, in
a giant single volume, Tom covers the fundamental aspects of problem diagnosis and repair. He lists the basic tools that need to be in your roundhouse to effectively keep your
American Flyer S Gauge trains on the right track. This is the authoritative book on Gilbert AF Train repair. Not just a manual of parts, but a guide on how to actually take things
apart and put them back together in excellent working order. In this, the Fourth Edition, Tom expands on the basics found in his first handmade book and adds his "tips" that
range from the ever present problem of keeping track clean to the complete restoration of a Circus Train from junk box parts. The accessories section has been expanded to
include the most popular of these operating marvels. If you find a broken sawmill, Tom's step-by-step guidance will get it working on your layout. His philosophy has always been
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to use commonly available components to reconstruct and restore broken parts that are no longer available. (The Gilbert Factory closed in 1967). If you are new to operating and
collecting Gilbert American Flyer S Gauge, welcome to a wonderful world! If you are a seasoned, experienced AF operator you will just love the compilation of information Tom
has assembled.
Gilbert American Flyer S Gauge Repair and Operating Guide ColorCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
This is a completely revised book. Please consider this and not the earlier 3rd Edition. It's 200 pages longer with all the information of the highly reviewed 3rd Edition. - Tom
Barker Over the past six years I have provided the 3rd Editions of my Gilbert American Flyer Operating and Repair Guide books. Both Volume 1 and Volume 2 have been
declared excellent helpers for those engaged in the repair and operation of these fine trains. More and more new AF enthusiasts are joining the thousands of experienced Gilbert
American Flyer operators and collectors as evidenced by the growing numbers in the Facebook Groups. In conjunction with these groups I have discovered many new ideas that
have been lingering around regarding the repair and operation of these fine trains and accessories. Some topics are common ideas and are just sitting around in the ordinary
vernacular (like using a hair dryer to flex balky plastic engine shells). Neophytes need to have a reference beyond my original Guides to document many of these "everybody
knows" AF topics. My second Volume approached that goal, but there are still many more ideas to expand the newbies' knowledge. The Second Volume also had an extensive
Index for quick reference to the many topics in both books. Now, in a vastly enlarged 4th Edition, I have incorporated and expanded all the topics of Volume 1 and Volume 2,
added an additional 100 pages of new topics including more user friendly pictorial wiring diagrams, a huge chapter on accessories, and a reorganization of the book that guides
the reader into the philosophy of AF repair. Plus a complete Index to all topics. The cost of producing a book like this (even in the age of print on demand) is especially high for
color. Therefore, I am offering both a black and white version at a reasonable price of $26.95 and the color version for $56.95. (Color printing is 5 times the cost of B&W). The
book size continues in the 8 by 10 inch format that fits easily on a workbench. It has a wider center space so the information does not get lost in the crease between facing
pages. It is perfect bound and printed by Createspace, an Amazon Company.
This essential pocket-sized guide provides accurate, current market values for American Flyer S gauge trains and accessories manufactured by A.C. Gilbert and Lionel. This
functional easy-to-read volume is published every other year and contains ready-to-run S gauge trains from contemporary manufacturers like American Modelers and MTH. It
remains a valuable and reliable source of pricing information.
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